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Suppliers of a wide range of environmentally friendly products
 





Focused on Coir Rolls, Aquatic Plants, Bioengineering and Erosion Control Solutions
 





	


 
01483 205641
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Let's Make Your Project
Beautiful And Green!
 














 





BioEngineering 



Our comprehensive range of biodegradable products and systems combat today’s complex and diverse problems associated with erosion control. 














 





Coir Rolls 



We supply top quality pre-planted and well established coir fibre rolls and use only native wetland plants grown in our own nurseries 














 





Wetland Habitat 



We work with nature to enhance and create attractive habitats suitable for wetland plants, animals and insects. 




















 





Lakes and Ponds 



With our wealth of practical water-management knowledge we provide a complete lake or pond design, construction and maintenance service. 














 





Aquatic Plants 



We are specialists in native marginal aquatic plants and supply them to both commercial and domestic customers nationwide. 














 





Services 



We not only grow and supply plants and materials but carry out a variety of services at and near to the water’s edge. 






















Why Choose Us
 





At our aquatic nursery we grow numerous marginal and aquatic plants, together with Coir Rolls so we are ideally suited to provide materials and plants for your next project.
 



























What Our Clients Say
 





















I am very happy to say that the river bank repair project has been completed today.
The work carried out by the Terraqua team was fantastic. They were all very professional and dedicated to what they were doing and were very easy to get on with. Their attention to detail is very commendable and it has been a pleasure working with them.
The finished riverbank is looking fantastic and will look even better once the river plants are established and have grown bigger.
I would also like to say a big thank you to you for all your help and guidance through the EA Permit application process.
I really appreciate all that you did by speaking to the relevant EA professionals and the quality of the documentation you sent through for submission to the EA was faultless.




Mrs K

Buckinghamshire






















Just a line to say thank you so much for your help and
advice with my 'problem.'
Jill, you were wonderful on the phone and thank you so much for passing my request for help on to Roger so promptly.
Roger, again many thanks for your prompt response and expert advice. I am so grateful for that and you will never know how
much your assistance relieved the burden of worry for me.
l will certainly recommend your company wherever and whenever I can.





Julie Simkins
















We had confidence from the first enquiry that the job would be professionally done. The whole team was a pleasure to deal with and excellent on site. We are really pleased with the work done to the canal bank. A very good company to deal with and would definitely recommend Terraqua




Mrs P

West Byfleet

































Let's Bring Nature Into Your Next Project
 



















Enquire Now
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Terraqua, part of the Land & Water Group, supplies a wide range of environmentally friendly products and services 
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Contact Info
 
















	
Weston Yard, Albury, Surrey, GU5 9AF

	
The Granary, Redhill Farm Appleby Magna DE12 7AH
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Get In Touch
 
















Join us on Social Media
 








Facebook-f
 



Twitter
 



Instagram
 



Linkedin
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Manage Cookie Consent










We use cookies to optimise our website and our service.






Functional



Functional

Always active 






The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.
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Preferences







The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.






Statistics


Statistics







The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.
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Marketing







The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.
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